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“ENGLISH LOOK” KITCHEN ACCESSORIES
ASSEMBLY GUIDELINES
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1) FILLET AND 2) PILASTER
The suggested position for the fillets and pilasters is 17mm forward from the front of the adjoining cabinet. Always fit
with the larger block at the bottom. The 84mm spacer is only to be used when the pilaster is combined with an end
panel (see 4).
When fitting a 780mm Wall Pilaster, the top should be flush with the adjacent cabinets, such that the light baffle butts
up to the side of the pilaster protruding below the wall cabinet. An 870mm Base Pilaster should be fitted flush with the
top of the cabinet, such that the plinth butts up to the side of the pilaster.
2) T & G EFFECT END PANEL
The suggested position is to set the panel 17mm forward from the front edge of the adjacent cabinet. The rear edge
should be scribed to the wall. On veneered end panels, a hardboard spacer is supplied to stop the panel bowing. Fix
from the inside of the cabinet, through the spacer and into the end panel.
3) PILASTER WITH T & G EFFECT END PANEL
The end panel must firstly be fixed to the pilaster. Undo the metal cams in the end panel by rotating half a turn anticlockwise, and remove the front fillet. Remove the metal and wooden dowels in the fillet, and replace them into the
corresponding holes in the rear edge of the pilaster. Now match the pilaster up to the end panel and re-tighten the
cams.
Fix the spacer block to the end panel as shown above, by using the angle plates supplied. The 84mm spacer should
be used on its own, and not in conjunction with the thin hardboard spacer. Set the pilaster position as per 2), and
scribe the back edge of the panel to the wall. Finally, fix through from the adjacent cabinet into the spacer block.
OPEN SHELF UNIT
The open shelf unit should be assembled in two sections as
shown. These sections may then be fixed together to create
the complete unit.
Construct the front frame. It may be necessary to firstly
remove the side fillets from the end panels by undoing the
metal cams. These fillets have been fitted to the end panels
prior to finishing in order to achieve the best possible colour
match.
Insert the wooden and metal dowels into the
appropriate holes in the side fillets, and the metal cams into
the shaped horizontal components.
Push the assembly
together and tighten up the metal cams until they lock.
Construct the cabinet in the same way as all other wall
cabinets. Please note that the bottom panel is raised up from
the bottom of the cabinet, and that the finished faces are set to
the inside with the metal cams to the outside. The open shelf
unit is not suitable for mounting at the end of a run of units.
Match the front frame up to the cabinet, line up the dowels and
push the two assemblies together. Tighten the metal cams to
lock the unit together.
BASE AND WALL END DISPLAY
The decorative rails must be mitred before fixing to the top rail.
If assembling a Base End Display, please ensure you mitre the
correct rail. Once mitred, the rails can be fitted to the
rectangular top panel using the angle brackets supplied.
Assemble the Base or Wall End Display in the usual manner, by
screwing through from the back and side panels into the
shelves.

